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In Our 92nd Year

Unemployment Climbs To Nine
Year High Of 6% In December

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, January 9, 1971,

16th Accident
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Listed For Church
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Shift in Parks System
Seen As Move To Free
Host For Lt. Governor

Bro. Roy Beasley has selected
the topic, "The Handwriting on
T:,,- Wall", for the sabject of his
!mon for the 10:40,am). serces Sunday, January 10, at the
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
The sixteenth traffic accident
venth and Poplar Church of
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Un.
report for the month of January
:1st.
employment climbed to a nine
regulations that spelled out the
in the city of Murray was filed
By ROBERT P. DALTON
from Daniel 5:1scripture
The
year high of 6 per cent in
wearing apparel and conduct of
(UPI)—
KY.
FRANKFORT,
Friday at 3115 p.m. by the of25-28 will be read by Gene
December despite the end of
dancers - specifically
go-go
Murray Police
beers of the
• berts.
the General Motors strike
banning topless dancers. He also
The administration's shift
Department. No injuries were
"If I Were The Devil's
which the Nixon administration
'state Alcoholic Beverage Contro proposed a limit on the amount of
reported.
eacher" will be the sermon
blamed for much of the nation's
W. beer or liquor that an individual
Shirley
commissfsmer
Cars involved- were a 1966
bject by Bro. Beasley for the
recent economic woes.
Palmer-Ball to assistant Par could purchase, but dropped that
door driven by Sue W.
four
model
six p.m. service Sunday. Edgar
The Labor Department reCornmiisioner they have bee regulation.
Campbell of Murray Route Five
Rowland will read the scripture
ported Friday that joblessness
the first step toward freein
and a 1965 Chevrolet four door •
Last fall, a legislative interim
ni II Corinthians 11:13-15.
rose from 5.8 to 6 per cent of
.
4
,r4
James Host to run for th committee summoned him to
driven by C. E. Erwin, Cir. Johnny Bohannon will make
the nation's work force in
Republican nomination to explain his activities and the new
carama Drive, Murray.
the announcements and Josiah
December, meaning that 4.6
Lieutenant Governor.
Police said Erwin was going
regulations. The legislators
Darnall will lead the song sermillion persons were out of
on South 6th Street and
north
Palmer-Ball
GOV. Louie B. Nunn Friday questioned whether
vice. Prayers have been
work last month. That was an
failed to see the Campbell car
his authority
had
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Palmer
of
shift
the
announced
by
the
Orien
led
be
over
to
million
2
scheduled
of
increase
going east on Poplar. Damage to
with the rules and moved into
Ball to the newly created post
Smith, Charles Humphrey,
December, 1969, figure.
the cars was not listed on the
the Parks Department. Quinn F. their area of making the lawf
enith Rogers, and Keith
Hardest hit in December
DRUG ABUSE FUNDS—Willard Ails, right, is being presented police report.
Palmer Ball had headed the
Sr.,
Palmet-Ball's
Pearl
Donald,son.
were highly paid professional with a check for $50 by Ed Hendon, president of the Murray
Earlier at 2:05 p.m. the police
board since the Nunn adABC
w
Board,
ABC
the
on
assistant
.-antilachnical workers. The rate Civitan Club. Alls accepted the check on behalf of the local Drug
i. nvestigaged a collision on Highministration took office.
LEGION MEETING
appointed by Nunn as
for them jumped from 2.4 to 3 Abuse Council, of which he is chairman.
way 121 South between a 1967 The Murray American Legion
Palmer-Ball's successor had
missioner.
per cent—a 25 per cent
G. R. aad. the Auxiliary will meet
Chevrolet driven by
the head of the distilled
been
prominently
been
has
Host
increase.
, Jim Host
Lassiter of Hazel Route Two and Monday night, January 11, at 7
as the no. 2 man on an spirits section of the ABC board
mentioned
The December rate for all
/,,-?'arks Commissioner
a 1961 Chevrolet two door driven p in at the Legion Hall.
administration.ticket_peaded by since April 5, 196& Pearl, 60, is a
white collar workers jumped to
by B. L. Morris of Murray Rou
Pudic '8t1-vice native of Shepherdsville, a forformer state
3.7 per cent—the highest lqe1
One.
Commissioner Thomas D. mer principal of Bloomfield High
since the government starftd
Police said the Morris car;
School and a former special inEmberten.
keeping separate figures on
going north on 121, was making a
Larry Van Hoose, press vestigator for the U.S. Treasury
them in 1958.
The monthly meeting of the left turn and failed to see the
secretary to Nunn, declined Department's Alcohol, Tobacco
The number of Americans
Wagon Newcomers Lassiter car going south 121.
Welcome
comment on whether the switch and Firearms Division.
in
actually out of work
Club will be held Thursday, Damage to both cars was on the
was to groom a successor to Hest Nunn, in a statement, said
December was virtually unThe
shape.
good
in
reported
civic clubs are interested January 14, at 7:30 p.m. at the right front end,
run the growing parks system. Paliner-Ball's "ability as an
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changed from November. But
was in- SAN JUAN, P.R. (UPI)—The ship itself burned throughout Palmer-Ball, 40 and a native of administrator and his experience
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thatritizenS
after seasonal adjustments the
0.M.-On Miller 650 tourists And crew aboard the night and by daybreak J erson County, ran a get-tough in business will enable him to
4 Margaret Mary Hannon, chief vestigated at 1:28rate went up because unem- not destroy themselves. InDepart1968 Chevrolet the 20,000 ton Caribbean cruise appeared completely gutted.
a
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nurse
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a Short
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There were some indications Willard . Ails, chairman of the speaker. She
headed for Barbados.
local Drug Abuse Council told Bernard Weisskopf, the only Melton and driven by Gar"), W. The 350 passengers and 300 time later. The Coast Guard 0
(Continued on Page Three )members of the Murray Civitan genetic-counsellor in Kentucky. Melton of 1502 Henry Street, (Tee 'aboard
the 600-foot said most of the passengers and
Miss Hannon will discuss Murray.
been evacuatClub, Thursday night.
French line ship all were crew already had
ed in the snip's 21 lifeboats to
Ed Hendon, Civitan president, genetic counselling. This will be Police said the Jones car
the island a half a mile away
presented Mr. Ails a 850.00 check an open meeting and the public is backed out of a driveway and
by the time the fire broke out. By United Press International Phoenix' temperatures rose into
for the Drug Abuse Council, Hoyt invited. Mrs. Joyce Thomas will started to pull off when the
Melton car also backed out of a
Roberts represents the Civitans be the hostess.
in the 30s, breaking a spell of
Hugs Money-Coutts, a_mein- A.bitter cold snap eased
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on the Drug Abuse Council.
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prepared cake mixes, a buyer for distrubited
interim
-freezing rain or drizzle southeast cramped, since our only hotel across Northern Mississippi,
distribution of food Frank N. Tinder,
ice
a large chain told the Pillsbury "The
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First
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causing . hazardous driving has eight rooms, but we where two to four inches of
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baskets is an annual affair
today and managed to feed them. A coated streets and sidewalks.
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Murray Woman's Club will meet with
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The next • day, the salesman
for a few light showers but -everybody seemed in good Wause of ice and snow waS
will be "Peter
having the largest fruit evening sereice
Sigma Kindergaelen room Chance
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in
showed up at the buyer's office
north. portion .Sunday. shape. There were no injuries." falling early today east to the
Conieback".
of the Robertson Elementary mainly
sales were: Hoyt Roberts, Stages k
WASHINGTON (UPI/ — Sen.
with a freshly-baked, iced cake, cake
today east Sunday but Princess Margaret once used Atlantic.
Warmer
pounds; J. H. Nix, 475
School on Monday, January 11, at
were
warnings
'Sherman Cooper, R - Ky.,
John
Travelers
Sunday.
left it withouta. word and walked 545
turning colder west
the island as a hideaway afld
CAR FIRE
7:30 p.m.
pounds; Coffield Vance, 472
continued into today from who backed GOP leader High
30s
and
out. He did this the following
20s
land
of
upper
plot
a
today
bought
Highs
later
and Ralph Bogard, 311 The Murray Fire Department Mrs. Donnie Foust and Mrs.
week and again for the next ten pounds,
persons Northern Louisiana across Scott, R-Pa., in his race for
300
About
east to upper 30s to mid 40s west. there.
pounds.
received a call aboa 530 this Kenneth Winters, teachers for Lows "tonightteens and low 20s normally live on the island, parts of Mississippi, Alabama, minority leader of the Senate
weeks.
A guest at the January 7 morning to Come to the Holiday the Kindergarten, will present
Tennessee, Kentucky, South and two years ago, has sent letters
On his 12th call, the buyer said
east to upper 20s and low 30s Money-Coutts said.
was Mr. Chandler Ford, Irelon South 14h Street. It was
meeting
to '10 Republican colleagues
__ • .
North. Carolina and Virginia.
the.WeVam.
mostly in the
Sunday
to him: "You . believe in your
Highs
west.
:Orate, Lieutenant Governor
expressing his support for Sen. Heavy Rain Falls
reported that a person had left his
An officer Of the Qtteeti
cake mixes, don't you?"
40s
Hostesses for the meeting will
KentuckyDistrict of Civitan.
Elizabeth 2, contacted by Heavy rain fell further south, Howard BaXer, R-Tenn.. for the
car running and it rolled back
"Yes, I do, the salesman
Saturday March 27 was an- into a ditch in the rear of the be Mesdames W. J. Pitman,
OUTLOOK
radiotelephone, said the passen- with Tallahassee, I4a., record- same post.
EXTENDED
replied. "I never baked a thing
nounced as Annual Aunt Jemima Holiday Inn. The owner thought Kenneth Harrell—Allen Russell. 'A chance --of snow flurries gers and crew of the Antilles ing 1.20 inchin six hours.
The letters were mailed
before in my life until I baked and
Civitan Pancake Day and the car was going to catch on fire Frank Fat, H. W. Wilson, and mostly east portion Monday. were fed and then put to bed in Thomas Lee Bost of Mount Tuesday, before Cooper left,
iced these cake' for you from
February 4 was designated as and called the fire department. Bill Wyatt
•
Partly cloudy Tuesday. Mostly spare cabins not in use by the Holly, NC., was killed in an town on department business,
Pillsbury cake mixes. Have they
Annual Preachers Night when
cloudy Wednesday with a chance 1,300-passengers capacity liner. auto accident on an ice-slick and, an aide said he changed
proven themselves?" .
are to invite a preacher
of showers. Cold Monday and He said "one or two are in the bridge near Charlotte, N.C. his mind about Scott because
The buyer smiled. "Come members
Tuesday. Warmer Wednesday. ship's hospital with mild shock" Fenderbender accidents were "he's very fond of Baker," but
inside, I want to talk with you." as guest.
Mr. Alls, the guest speaker,
Lows in the tipper teens and 20s but they were not in serious common thrOughout the South. gave no other explanation.
And that is how the giant A&F
challenged the Civitans saying,
In the Midwest and South- Baker said he was "honored
Monday and Tuesday morning condition.
chain was persuaded to handle
"We must warn youngsters of the
west, where five days of cold and pleased that Senator Coopand the upper Xs and lower 30s
the Pillsbury line of cake mixes.
danger of damaging kidneys,
Wednesday morning. Highs in the The QE2, on -a cruise -and damaged crops and snarled er would indicate his support,"
I
lungs and bra)n-by snifkeep Alycia supplied with air. 30s Monday the Upper 30s to beaded for Barbados, was traffic, welcome warmth re- but he had not reached a deciBy MARK JONES
fing, chewing, or injecting
)—"Aly- She could be hearcl whimpering upper 40s Tuesday and the upper carrying 970 regular passen- turned. Albuquerque, N.M., sion on his candidacy.
LOMITA, Calif. (
Why do you charge more for
various drugs. The hippy type cia, Nyeta,.Alycia, do you feel at the bottom of the dark hole 40s_te low 50s
s,_be. said-recorded-a- high of 19- Friday. The letter cites Baker's age,
three fried eggs than you do for
Wednesday..
subculture is a great inflikence on them noie.
45, the fact that hte is from a
)They'll -hifireyron- and crying for her parents.
three scrambled eggs,- ---the
Ails said. "This
border state and that he is not
in na time. Just • a little bit Olfeel'fie—saft was sunk, two
- the use of drugs,"
customer asked the wafter.
social parasite has emphasized more now. It's ok baby. Your firemen and two construction
identified exclusively with libWaiter: "Who, can count
the use of drugs and its close daddy is right here."
erals or conservatives as adworkers began- the delicate job
scrambled eggs?"
immoral companion, the free
vantages of the Tennessee senJoe Hernandez told his 2- of tunneling 10 feet from the
love philosophy. This irrationa: year.old daughter Friday her rescue shaft to the shaft where
ator.
subculture prevents people. front five-and-one-half hour ordeal in Alycia was trapped.
Cooper said that since this
Lady says she cured her husband
facing a real God and social a 10-inch square hole at the But their first effort came
was his last two years in the
of bitting his nails by hiding his
reality."
Senate he plans to do what he
bottom of a 19-foot shaft at a out too deep and they had to
teeth.
can to insure that the leaderstorm drain project was nearly try again. The second tunnel
ship is Pr 'strong hands.
was three feet above the girl's
over.
Bishop Fulton Sheen once atand once again rescuers
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head
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(Continued on Page Three)
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the
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5
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a
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comforted
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Her
The Theta Department of the
had broken through
ed by the death of Sen. EverMurray Woman's Club will hold priest, wept when Atycia was third tunnel
her father went
ett McKinley Dirksen, R-111.,
its regular meeting at the club finally carried from the hole. to Alycia and
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who was Baker's father-in-law.use at 7:30 P.m. on Monday, Authorities said the child was fi; the mouth of the shaft to
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in good condition and apparent- wards of encouragement. - _
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County Public Library.
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Both Scott and Baker opConvalescent Division this last evening will be Mrs. Nate Beal, scrambled to obey. Alycia digging had to be done by hand
posed the Cooper - Church
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen, WS. Ray slipped down a mound of soft to avoid a Possible cave-in. It
time since May 26, 1969.
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one Brownfield, and Mrs. Lloyd dirt and tumbled feet-first into took nearly an hour to enlace
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the tunnel enough to pull Alytia COMPLETES MSU MANAGEMENT COURSE: Jimmy Sullivan, third from left, gott professional of U.S. forces in Cambodia,
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daughter, Mrs. Opal Moody, 310 Boyd.
and manager of the Calloway Country Club, is congratulated by Murray State University President which was one of the most
The Hernandezes and Alycia's out.
South 8th Street, Murray; one
in effective supervision at the controversial, issues in Congress
four grandparents maintained a Battalion Chief William Ware Harry M. Sparks after completing a special, eight-week course
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Department of Physical Education. Health and Recreation at Murray State, and newly-installed several months that Baker
hole.
Women's Fellowship of the First ers, *thing heavy 414/pinery, down 'the
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Jenkins' offered no resistance
Carvil Jenkins, about 45, is when officers arrived at the
scheduled to be arraigned Feb. farm, Sheriff Jones said,
2 before a U. S. Commissioner
in Owensboro on charges stemming from a New Year's Eye
Nine church Leadership
Readiness Conferences will be raid of a whiskey still on his
conducted during January and farm, Jimmy Jones, Caldwell
February 1971. These are a part County sheriff, said this week.
of the 180 regional conferences tc
Jenkins was arrested on
be conducted in 28 states by state
convention and Southern Baptist charges of possesskm of Illegal
Convention leaders in a massive distilling equipment and untaxed
SUBSC1PT10,14 RATES. By Carrier in Murray, per week 350, per
effort to assist Baptist churches whiskey after federal, state and
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining couoyes, per year, 15.50;
county officers raided the sixin the 1971-72 church year.
Zones 1 dc 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $15.00. All service subscriptions $11.00.
The suggested program plans, barrel still about 4 p.m. on
emphases and resources are December 31, Denkins was later
-The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community Is the
Integrity of Its Newspaper"
gathered .around the theme released on $500 bead.
1I;a14/
0
,
0
600
(
"Living the Spirit of Christ in
ItIPLY [Kull twin
7 PRI
SATURDAY—JANUARY 9, 1971
Saturday and Sunday
Sheriff Jones said the still
Expectancy and Creativity."
Adm. AcItata 1.60-alL14111Bie
A pre-session will be held from was located In a smoke house
12:30 to 1:45 p.m. at each location on a farm rented by Jenkins. .* NOW SNOWING I *
for personal conferences with The farm, he said, is located
Southern Baptist Convention or about five miles southeast of
Kentucky Baptist Convention Princeten, between Ky. 2'18 and
leaders for any church member Ky. 91.
In addition to seizing the
relating to materials and their
day,
STOLEN U.S. GOODS STOCKED IN DA NANG.STORES—Preparing for a busy
carrying
equipment
an
officers said they desacquired
still,
use.
has
Squad
ViRescue
The Murray
women stack cans of C rations in the central -Market place in Da Nang, South
- The target group for the af- troyed about 250 gallons of
sold
are
and
trailer through the help of A & P Food Store, Kutut's 5 and 10,
quantities
large
Stolen
in
regularly
are
goods
American-made
etnam.
ternoon sessions beginning, at mash and another 23 gallons
National Stores, and Lerman's. Ralph Morris is squad president.
openly in some Vietnamese markets.
2:00 p.m. will include pastors and of whiskey.
Principal Fred Schultz, Rev. T. A. Thacker, Robert 0. Miller,
rang vterests of the American
other church staff members.
and Mrs. M. C. Ellis will be members of a panel discussing "Ten
otherwise.
people dictate
Evening sessions begin at 6:45
Commandments For Parents" at the regular meeting of the
The raid was conducted on
For the sake of the future well- p.m. with conferences for those
Murray High PTA.
a tip received by authorities.
President
country,
our
of
being
AdChurch
in
involved
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Parrish of Murray Route Three are the
Nixon must spell out the peril in ministration and Evangelism,
parents of a son bornathe Murray Hospital.
to
stick
"priming the pump." To
Directors of Brotherhood, Church
Mr. and Mrs.,IX'T. Humphreys announce the engagement of
the hard road of fiscal and Library, Church Music, Church
nalOOLIST MJA.- la COLO!
their daughter, Carol Jean, to Airman 3-c Ray Sims, son of Mr.
monetary soundness will take Recreation, Church Training,
DAILY FILM GUIDE
and Mrs. James Sims.
known
is
what
political courage-Sunday School and Woman's
No the• UaiNor
riN.f.t.
Adialiewl
gamasskod
INIKUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
as statesmanship. If Mt. Nixon Missionary Union, also Chairmen
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
statesman-like
Council.
,./
a
to
Industrial
,
adheres
States
Southern
of Missions and Stewardship.
US 541 *CAIN
economic peficy he can be sure of Out of state leaders to parbipartisan',support from inare Graves Collins, John
Bailey gave a lucid explanation formed
responsible ticipate
and
Economk Realism for '71
THEATRE
Chandler, Paul Darden, Jimmy
comthe
behind
lies
what
of
2.15-4.15-7'15-9.
parties.
major
superinboth
former
73,
in
age
Caplinger,
Deaths reported are W. J.
Dunn,Joe Hinkle, C. A. Holcomb,
and Americans
inflation
public
of
*
NOW
bination
*
SHOWING!
,."President Nixon's appointment
tendent of Murray City Schools, Clifford Hill, age 36, Hazel Route
Leon Mitchell, James Rose, Mike
provate recession. He gave this
Con/toy-fox ;dements
20,h
pre
13th
Fillmore,
of John Connolly, a Texas
One,and Mrs. Lucy Lamb,age 88,Hazel Route Two.
Millira
Speer, Charles Treadway, and
of the nation's
Democrat, as Secretary of the summary
Mr.and Mrs. W.H.(Billie) McKee!observed their 56th wedding
(dent Of the United States, was Fred White, all from Nashville,
difficulties:
economic
the
Highway.
that
Treasury is evidence
wool carder a Tennessee'. Edward - Hurt,
anniversary on January 3 at their home on the North
government units st.-all apprenticed to a
purchased h Memphis, Tennessee, W. R.
nation's chief executive hopes to "While
J. H. Shackelford, local tax accountant, is attending the Tax
beyond age 15 and later
spend
continue
to
levels
fashion a hi-partisan economic
PANAVISiON° Color by DE LUXE*
Court in Louisville.
for $30.
freedom
Griff, Atlanta, Georgia, Paul
inrevenue,
of
sources
policy that will strengthen the their
Dr. Marjorie Palrnquist, formerly of Murray, has been named
added
an
As
NOTICE:
,
40
and
Florida,
ELLIOTT GOULD
Jacksonville,
Neigs,
expenditures yearly, and
country. However, several ob- crease
dean of students at Morehead State College.
AliaLFuselier, Birmingham, service to our patrons
part
least
at
cover
to
taxes
raise
stacles will render difficult the
of this increased expenditure if
Cinema I will feature
achieving of this objective.
adding to private costs),
ar)URRAY
The choice of Gov. Connolly I thereby
at 3:30, 5:30,
shows
provate sector is starved for
had hardly been announced the
7:30 & 9:30 Mon.
%Ai ,nerage of more than
The result is a vicious
before liberat critics launched a liquidity.
400 Galion gallons of water thru Fri. (Starts Jon. 18)
If you have not received
the private sector
As
circle.
Sen.
criticism.
campaign of
flow ddwn The Miasis4ppi River
your Ledger & Times
is produced
William Proxmire ( D-Wis.) in. declines, less wealth
p4S;.4._ New Orteam, -each clay.
newspaper by 6 pun.. we
paid;
:tAt.;tbj aittluallt
be
can
taxes
which
from
Deaths reported are R. G. t.Uncle Dick ) Owen. age 82, Charlie dicated he will subject the Texar
•••
city.
the
contact
to
you
urge
to
continues
sector
public
the
when
questioning
and
27,
age
sharp
Phillips,
to
(Lock) Stubblefield, age 90, Mrs. Almo Dow
circulation Manager, -Turn
inflate the monetary supply to
2:30-4:30-7:30-9:30
teitaa hay, a Iasi& (Nuttier of
her baby son,both of whom died in childbirth, Eldridge Swift, age ,the nomination comes before the
spendiig. zSharak, et 753-5494. Calls
various
its
support
and a coastline
9,425
wiles.
63, Miss Rachel Young, age 16, William Chesley Scruggs, age 86, !Senate'. The 'New Republic, a'
6.30.
by
must be placed
prices as a result
'
1111
'victual house organ of the Ken- programs;
Mrs.Orlan Paschall,age 55,and Mrs. A. B. Stark,age 67.
rise, labor unions
to
continue,
dubbed
dark
of
day
Frontiersmen,
opening
the
for
average
of
was
reported
812.40
New
An
nedy
greater benefits, and
fired tobacco sales here.
Mr. Connolly a "Nixocrat," The press for
sector is further
A new premarital law requiring a couple applying for a Governor's business connections the private
marriage license to first undergo a physicai- examination and anger the anti-business bloc on squeezed."
If this process continues, Mr.
blood test went into effect in the state on January 1.
Capital Hill. Joseph R. Slevin of
warns,the United States is
Bailey
Miss Charlotte Jordan was married to Howard Paschall
Newsweek, in t bitter comment
December 21. Their attendants were Miss Nellie Ruth Jonea.ahd on the appointment, said the likely to suffer a real depression
Cate Lee Caldwell.
Governor is "just one more on the order of the 1929 crash
Maurice Crass was elected president of the Calloway County Conservative politician in the The worst mistake the Nixon
Conservation Club succeeding Raiford Parker whfrhas served for, Nixon lineup."
administration could make would
two terms.
-Aside from such political be to try to increase liquidy by
.
,
sniping, Mr. Connolly--assuming artificial means. Instead of
hp is confirmed by the Senate— creating a new economic bootn,
will have to deal with widespread this action undoubtedly would
January 11, 12 & 13
confusion over economic issues. accelerate inflation, step-up
promote
The "pump priming" advocates unwise borrowing and
are busy recommending another too-rapid expansion:.
If any man draw bark, my soul shall have no pleasure in him.—
dose of inflation as a cure for the
The truth is that restoration of
Herbrews 10:38.
economic doldrums. This national -- etonOrnic health will
the
on
stand
men
Little
life.
of
afraid
Noble men are not
suggestion is a prescription for require a continued pinching of
defenisve. Real men give their lives a day at a time to great
disaster.
the economy—and this pinching
If President Nixon wants sound hurts in terms of employment..
each
nylon bubble it no longer needs. economic advice, he would do This process also hurts
PORTABLE SHELTER
EUGENE, Ore. (UPI)—Any- The bubble had been used for well to heed the counsel of Politically, as the Nixon adLong or Short...Men's or Ladies'
body want a $35,000 bubble that two- years to offset rainy Norman A. Bailey, professor of ministration discovered in the
Queens
at
the
of
science
Some
elections.
political
November
will fit an Olympic site pool or weather, but was removed
when indoor courts and Astro- College in New York and administration's political adfootball field?
The University of Oregon has turf were inserted. It has been president of a firm of investmen visers no doubt are arguing that
Men's, Women's
a surplus three-ton inflatable deflated and placed in storage. bankers. Writing in the Columbia easy money policies are a
niversity Forum this fall, Mr political necessity. But the long& Children's

January 1, 1942.
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DRYCLEANING

SPECIALS!

TOP COATS
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11

,--WAS/fINGVIN (UPII: The United States is giving South Vietnam large quantities'el an antihnitic
drug which is not recommended tor routine Ase in
U. 5:military hosoitals becauseof occasionally (atal
•
side effeMs, it war learned
The drug is chloramphcnicol. Although it is a
potent antibiotic credited with saving Many lives,
the Food and Drug Administration has said repeatedly,chloramphenicol use should he sharply limited ••
because of the drug's occaEional connection with a--fatal blood disease called aplastic anemia.
Navy Capt. J. William Cox. a Washington-based
physician who serves as consultant to the Defense
Medical Materials Board, said the board advises-U. S.
military hospitals to exclude chloramphenicol from
their formularji? or drug catalogue.
"We recommend that use of chloramphenicol in
our hospitals requires a conference' of specialists,
and the approval of the senior clinician present,Cox said. He said it is normally prescribed only when
a disease is "extremeN serious and not responsive
to safer antibicitits."
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made by Jean Blanchard over
Philadelphia.
In 1861 Mississippi 'seceded
By United Press International
One)
the union.
from
Page
From
(Continued
(Continued From Page One)
Today is Saturday, Jan 9, the
In 1945 American troops
ninth day of 1971.
that the December figures were proceeds were to go to one °UN;
invaded the Philippine island of
-The moon is between its first
even worse than an increase of pet charities. As the fight was
Luzon and went on to liberate
0.2 percentage point would about to begin, one of the con- Louisville, Ky.—More than 225 10-11, in Freedom Hall at 7:00 quarter and full phase...
Murray State's Racers got off followed by 6-4 forward John Rice normally indicate.
• tenders knelt in his corner and farm
are
The
stars
morning
machinery manufacturers P.M. each night. Tickets for the
to a great start in the Ohio Valley with a 12.6 average, 6-6 forward
Harold Goldstein, assistant crossed himself.
Tractor Pull are $3.50, $3.00, and Mercury, Venus, Mars and In 1968 Surveyor 7 made a
and
at
exhibiting
be
suppliers
will
guard
6-2
11.9,
with
Phil
Williford
by
a
winning
at
Conference
soft landing on the moon and
commissioner of the Bureau of "Will that do him any good?" the 1971
National Farm $2.50, with children 12 and under Jupiter.
Eastern Kentucky and Morehead Tommy Martin with 9.6, and 6-0 Labor Statistics, said about nearby friend asked the Bishop.
completed a seven-year proadmitted for half price.
10-13,
February
Show,
Machinery
The evening star is Venus.
last weekend but they've had guard Lynn Ring with 7.1. As a 300,000 of the 320,000 United "Of course it will," Sheep
gram which led eventually to a
at the Kentucky Fair & Ex- 110 drivers will be competing in
Those born on this date are manned lunar landing.
team, the Bucs have averaged Auto Workers Union members replied, "providing he can
little time to celebrate.
7,000
a
and
classes
four
stock
position Center in Louisville, Ky.
under the sign of Capricorn...,
East Tennessee, traditionally 77.5 points and 49.6 rebounds to who struck GM from Sept. 14 to punch."
The spectacular display will pound "hot rod" class for Richard Nixon was horn on
one of Murray's toughest league their opponents' 77.4 and 48.4. Nov. 23 were back at work
A thought for today: Alexancover six and a half heated indoor $10,500.00 in prize money. The Jan. 9, 191.3.
foes, will be in Murray tonight, Tennessee Tech will follow when the December survey was
5,000, 12,000 and the "hot rod"
er Dumas said, "All human
and
include
acres
will
everything
history.:
in
day
Murray,
this
On
to
East
Tennessee
and the Bucs, as usual, appear a
'Thirty years ago about 12 per from
taken.
plowing and planting units classes will be run on Wednesday In 1893 the first successful wisdom is summed up in two
strong, solid team. They really playing here Monday night. The
not counted as cent of the real property in the to silos, feeders, forage equip- night. The 9,000 and 14,000 classes
are
Strikers
balloon flight in the U.S. wa00rds ... wait and hope."'
,noticed last Golden Eagles were staggered by unemployed,, but the strike United States was tax exempt.
made themselves
will take place Thursday night.
hybrid
ment,
milking
machines,
in
early
inexperience
and
uries
Saturday when they played
In addition to the daily door
produced layoffs in metal Today the figure has risen to 30
:;Western Kentucky to the wire the season but showed strong processing, rubber and other per cent with valuations of more seeds and farm chemicals.
prizes, a color television will be
year's
last
of
95
cent
Over
per
before losing 8643. In fact, signs of recovery last weekend industries which supply the than No. 325 billion. This is more
161,617 record attendance con- given away as grand prize at the
• :Western had to make up a big when they teat Middle Tennessee nation's biggest auto maker.
than the combined total real sisted of farmers or people conclusion of the farm show.
95-82.
Western
to
lost
first half deficit, and caught up 74-58 and
When unemployment rose to estate in the 20 largest cities in
With Free tickets for the 1971
the Bucs with only seconds The Eagles have a 3-6 overall 5.8 per cent in November, the United States. No wonder that directly related to farms.
National Farm Machinery Show
the
Exposition
Kentucky Fair &
record and a 1-1 OVC record.
'remaining in the game.
may be obtained from most farm
White House Press Secretary taxes are so high.
day's
drive
easy
as
being
Center
by
scoring
guard
in
led
are
They
East bounced back from 1.4
Ronald L. Ziegler said the
from most midwest areas, it's not machinery dealers and suppliers,
defeat by beating Middle Ten- Wayne Pack, one of the bright secondary effects of the strike
why viewers or by writing to National Farm
nessee 80-72 Monday night and new faces in the OVC, with a 17.9 were responsible for up to half Good to see Marie Jones up and hard to understand
in 1970 to Machinery Show, Kentucky Fair
states
33
from
came
has
Lewis
Al
Hwy: 641 So.
Guard
average.
brings a 1-1 OVC record into
& Exposition Center, P. 0. Box
a percentage point of that about after surgery. Says she look and buy.
Dan
Saturday's game. The Rues are 5- averaged 17.1 points, guard
great.
feels
40221.
Kentucky
figure. Without the strike, he
The Kentucky Fair & Ex- 21179, Louisville,
5 overall. They havelayed the Furlong 13.5, forward John indicated, the jobless rate in
Center is located at the
position
Kovach
Ed
forward
8.8,
Tanners
league
any
strongest schedule of
November would have been
east-west and
team, opening at North Carolina 8.7, and center Maury Sch- between 5.3 and 5.5 per cent. Up to see Norman Klapp Thur- intersection of the
north-south expressways, seven NBA's 25th
much
and Ohio State. North Carolina wegman 8.6.
feeling
was
He
night.
If the November rate had sday
NEW YORK ) UPI i—Arnold
downtown
from
minutes
As a team the Eagles have
won by 30 points by Ohio State
been 5.5 per cent, as Ziegler better. Rudy Bailey was in the Louisville and two minutes from "Red" Auerbach of Boston, Ned
41.1
and
points
72.9
averaged
won by only 71-63. East beat
suggested, the increase to same room and says he was Staniford Airport. Parking for Irish of New York, Eddie
Served -Each Sunday
Virginia Tech 83-74 and fell to rebounds to their opponents 79.1 I. ember would have been 0.5 feeling better also.
27,000 cars surround the.one-floor Gottlieb of Philadelphia and
11:30
a.m... to 140 p.m.
powerful George Washington by and 45.1.
percentage point, the sharpest
Fred Zollner of Detroit, four
•
exposition area.
The Racer freshmen will play one month increase since 1960.
only 5 points.
Including Brinkyressert & Tax
Wouldn't it be wonderful if folks The Tractor Pulling Cham- men who had much to do with
Gordon Clifford, a 6-2 guard, the Pepsi Cola All-Stars in a
Goldstein said most—but not
level of pionship is again expected to be the growth of professional
2
1
/
PRICE FORUILDREN,
leads the Buccaneers in scoring prelim to tonights game and the all—of the workers who were could maintain an mien
of a one of the highlights of the '71 basketball, will be honored at
with a 16.4 average. He is University of Evansville fresh- laid off as a result of the strike temperament? We heard
fellow who had an even tem- show. It will be held Wednesday the National Basketball AssociPlease the entOviamily... Bring them to the
men Monday night.
were back at work in Novem- perament, it was always bad. and Thursday nights, February ation's silver anniversary banber. He indicated some may not However, what we are thinking
restaurant wher rntng is a pleasure. Excellent
quet in San Diego Jan. 11.
be able to go back to work for about is that if folks could
food, fine
ice, homey atmosphere! Make it a
some time because overall maintain a fairly good outlook, down in the dumps with the world
Now You Know
Sunday abit.
business conditions have wor- they would be happier and people looking sour, dour and otherwise By United Press International
From The
sened in their industries even around them would be too.
unacceptable.
Several medieval Russian
ier 753-5986 for Reservations for Yin/1
disregarding strike effects.
January 7, 1971
cities, like Moscow, were built
the
noted
unemployGoldstein
ADULTS 94
around kremlins—central forBridge Club, Parties, Banquets, etc.
ment rate was 5.1 per cent in Unfortunately, we are either If someone could figure out a tresses containing a cathedral,
NURSERY.3
August, the last month before "up" and along the order of a philosophy or a pill to keep folks palaces, government offi
- 11.65
MON. thru FRI. BUFFET and
By United Press International
GM strike.
the
on the same level, he could make_ storehouses for
Tax)-and
artak
NO
go
(including
we
NEWBORN
or,
met",
ADMISSIONS
well
fellow
"hail
-0111/_
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.4
"As compared to the level of. k,the other extreitleand go-way a dollar or two.
supplies.
CATALINA ISLAND, Calif.—
. _
ptembe,r or August, we very
DISMISSALS ---A teen-ager giving his reaction
clearly have a significant
John
5,
Elliott,
Rt.
Murray;
after touring President Nticon's
increase in unemployment fiprivate jet helicopter when the Nuel McNutt,526 S. 7th, Murray; gures," he said.
President and his daughter Master Johathan Poyner, Rt. 2,
Tricia dropped in on Catalina Hazel; Mrs. Zetta Young, Rt. 1,
Alrno; Mrs.Shirley Parrish, Rt. 1
Island:
Box 228, Murray: Mrs. Mary
"He sure lives in style."
Gibbs, Rt. 1, Murray; Mrs.
SACRAMENTO, Calif.—Dis- Geneva Willoughby, 403 S. 10th,
trict Attorney John M. Price Murray; Burge Hoffman, 1641
(Continued From Page One
saying actor John Wayne won't Miller, Murray; Mrs. Lena Key,
7,
Rt.
Murray;
Max
Walston,
be facing any criminal charges
gs in the 60s, snapping a cold
for his obscenity-tinged shout- Dexter; Mrs. Bessie Wilson, Rt. wave which had threatened to
2,
Hazel;
Alda
Rt.
Clay
Barrow,
ing snatch with darnonstrators
frost ,Los Angeles. Even Montaoutside Gov. Ronald Reagan's Sc Murray; Mrs. Martha Griffin na reported highs near 30
(expired).
inaugural:
Friday before another Arctic
"The matter is closed. Wayne
air mass moved in with snow
won't get an Oscar for his
and subzero readings.
performance. But he is exercisThe Great Lakes states also
ing free speech."
had a temporary warming
trend Friday. Chicago's temperLONDON—The Rev. Cyril
ature rose to 26 after a
Carter, 69, an Anglican vicar, More than 48 million acres of morning low of 8. Minneapolis,
explaining why he was having Southern woodlands are enrolled which had a low of 5 below zero,
three of his teen-aged students in the nation-wide, forest in- recorded a high of 22. Milwaukee,
appear nude in a biblical movie dustry-sponsored American Tree Wis., rose from 11-below to.
they were making which even Farm System, reports the above.
featured a simulated love- Southern Forest Institute. The
Hawaii Has Cold Wave
making scene:'
land is owned by more than 20 In Hawaii, residents had a
"The film shows the fall of thousand private landowners in cold wave of their own as
Adam and Eve and you can't th`13'States of the South.
nighttime temperatures sank
in .Tree Farms are a valuable into the 50s. Tourists had a
Eve
and
Adam
put
trousers."
source of wood for both industrial hard time figuring out the
and consumer needs. They complaints, though, as they
MOSCOW—Soviet labor speci- provide recreation, wildlife sunbathed in 75-degree after=
T. Litvinenko habitat and soil and watershed noon highs.
alist Lydia
putting forth a case for the protection too.
Another major 'storm swept
women of the Soviet Union
into the Upper Midwest this
which sounds surprisingly simimorning, with high winds, some
lar to what their sisters in the QRS. OF YEAR
snow and colder temperatures.
(UPI)—QuarterNEW YORK
American Woman's Lib MoveThe new storm had dropped
backs John Brodie of the San 11 inches- 151 new snow at
ment are saying:
.."Women in the national Francisco Forty-Niners and Havre, Mont., and a heavy
economy work about the same George Blanda of the Oakland snow watch was in effect for
amount of time as men do. But Raiders were named players of parts of North Dakota and
affairs, we the year Thursday in the Minnesota.
household
for
(women) expend two or three National and American Football Early morning temperatures
times as much effort as men. Conferences, respectively, by ranged from 17 below zero at
In other words, a woman works the New York chapter of the Massena, N.Y., to 76 at Key
Pro Football Writers of Ameri- West, Fla.
for her husband."
ca
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Elec
Five
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Troo
t
Scou
ys.
student from Murray State
Methochat Church on Tuesda
Phone 753-11117 er 753-4141 V Girl
retiring leaders were: Janice
is Troop
sity, has served an

PA(

Univer
Byrn
Junior Girl Scout Troop Five Rose, JoAnn Willturns, and Mrs. James
winter
Leader. )•fiss Carla Coffee, a assistant leader.
elected officers for the
g-of eberly Willis.
months at their first meetin
The new assistant patrol
.18
troop
The
the new year.
s elected were: Mary Ann
leader
girls
composed of twenty-four
Jackie Galloway, and
Kurz,
ntary
from the three eleme
Jones. The retiring
Ann
Mary
schools.
ants were: Sheryl Nall,
assist
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s
officer
The two troop
Denice Gilbert, and Jan Outland.
treasurer and scribe. Newly
e
During the meeting an interest
Do: you have a favorit
elected to these posts were
was taken to give each girl a
poll
Fruit Dressing for stuffing
a
Leann
and
Natalie Newsome
pork chops, game
in the program planning for
,
voice
poultry
Dick. Retiring treasurer and
Saturday, January a
e
replac
ime,
Somet
birds?
troop badge work and recreation.
scribe were Pam Swift and Kelly
The Captain Wendell (Airy part or all of the fruit with
Results of a previous poll
Williams.
chapter of the DAR will meet at well-drained pitted canned
developed into two Christmas
The troop is divided into three
the home of Mrs. Doris Nance, purple plums cut in small
projects.
eight girl patrols with a patrol
1715 Farmer Avenue, at two p.m. pieces. Omit any liquid
Colorful wall panels of the
for
each
ant
assist
leader and
Mrs. Lucille S. Ginger of Hen- which may be included in
mas motif were made by
Christ
patrol.. Secret ballot elections
derson, acting district manager, the ingredients. The sirup
for a home decoration
girl
each
provide an opportunity for active
will be a special guest.
lie BLOCK take you off the
Mrs. Raymond Nall and
gift.
purple
atic
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democr
the
from
in
drained
participation
BOTH $
assisted in this
Rose
hook. well find your. deduc•
James
Mrs.
The
process of self-government.
AL
FEDER
House
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- A shower for Mr. and Mrs. plums may be served, wellmas
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A
.
sure
make
project
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patrol system develops leaderwhich
for
AND
t
Harold Bynum whose trailer chilled, in small glasses, as
projec
other
the maximum allowable.
including was the
qualities
ship
original inhome was destroyed by fire will an accompaniment for the
STATE
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sibili
You'll save time, trouble—and
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United
be
be held at the Bethel
main course. Or it may
vitations. Displays of art work
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enough
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than
ceremo
more
maybe.
Methodist Chureh at seven p.m. made into a sherbet or ice
and collections of inoividual girls
advancement programs, for the
UP
money to pay for our low
For items to be picked uo call to serve in traditional fashfor viewing by
ed
arrang
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rds
troop according to standa
Mrs. Roy Bynum 753-5844 or Mrs. ion with the bird or other
service.
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Dance Club will have a dance at Most versatile word
can
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guests
g
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Servin
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ing.
eight p.m.
NEV YORK (UPi)-The
CAI e• photography wins in- those attend
word in the' velit,e1 by -Gabriel ,Lippmann from the beautifully decorated
Legion Building, South 6th and most versatile
Maple Streets with Bill Dunn as English language is "set "--iiay in I WI I .
holiday table was third patrol.
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erriamAMIRKA'S LARGEST TAX SERVICE WITH
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'My wife looks like
slob in the morning'
. By Abigail Van Buren
our home
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g, my wife [who
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FINAL REDUCTIONS! Nothing is held back, every yard of fall and wiriter fabrics now at one
Hurry; for best selection.
unbelievable low, low price! Don't miss these sensational buys!
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Be there when the door opens Monday,
9:00 a.m. sharp, for the Fabric Buys of a
Lifetime! Selection is limited, so come early
_fur, these unbelieval)te fabric buys! *vet
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before, never again slid fine quality Fabrics
at such a rediculous low price!
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$2,300.00 Will buy this house and lot located at 103 Spruce St.
This 2 bedroom frame is available for Immediate occupancy.

DON'T THROW that rug away,
clean it with Blue Lustre. You
can rent a shampooer for only
$1.0eat Big K.
J9C

2 story 4
/
1112,500.00 is all the money required to buy thiS 11
bedroom located at 304 South 15th. Very nicely decorated
with carpets through out the downstairs. An excellent investment for a home or rental.

1970 HONDA, low miles, excellent andition. Phone 753-9509
J11C
after 5 p.M.

$17,600.00 buys this 3 bedroom brick veneer located at 1702
College Farm Rd.Other features; one bath, kitchen, dining
area, large utility-8nd a large family room. If you insist the
owners will redecorate the interior to your taste.
Located on the Martins Chapel Rd. just out of the city limits,
we have a very nice 3 bedroom frame with aluminum siding, 2
car garage, paved drive, extra large kitchen, electric heat and
lots of closets. This home is situated on a large 114 acre lot that
is partially fenced for a pony or horse. Will trade or sell.

HELP WANTED

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

WuMEN: DO you need extra
money to.help with winter expenses. Earn up to $4.00 per jour
in spare time.Call 753-1711. J9C

44 ACRE FARM near town. Has
40 x 48 pole barn and large pond.
Mostly under good fence. Immediate possession. Call owner
753.2532 days or 753-3953 nights.JI4C

NOTICE

REAL MATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AKC REGISTERED German
Shepard puppies. white, 7 two
months old, 1 nine months • old.
Call 753-1461 or see HowardBucy.
J12C
64 MONARCH Mobile Home, 55
X10. Fully carpeted, electric
heat,like new. Phone 753J13C
4100.

An excellent buy is available in this 3 bedroom, brick veneer,
with central heat and air. Also 2 tile baths, kitchen and den
combination, living room, carpets, storm doors and windows
and a fenced back yard. This home has been very well taken
care of and can be bought for only $24,500.00. You will certainly want to see this home if you are considering buying or
building.
A large fireplace located in the den of this home is the center of
fine family living. Newly decorated with new carpets and
drapes also set the climate for a great home buy. Located at
1712 Magnolia,this colonial offers 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central
heat and air, many built in appliances, a 2 car carport, paved
drive, large corner lot, all for only $25,750.00.

FENDER SOLID State Amp. Still
under warranty. 3-12 inch J.B.
Lansing speakers. Phone 753-2863
J13C
after 5:00p.m.
ONE TANDUM wheel one horse
trailer. Reasonable.. Phone
J9P
Puryear 247-5458.

WALL,TO WALL CARPET
We will furnish
and completely install
3 full rooms- or up‘to
360 sq. ft. of 100 percent
nylon carpet with tackless
installation over heavy
duty sponge padding
,
for the total price of

$169.00
Budget terms arranged
For Free Home
Demonstration
pay or Night
CALL cou..Ecr -901-424-7340
Carpet Mfg. Outlet
of
Jackson, Tenn.

FOR RENT

FURNACE INSTALLER, Sheet
metal worker, full time, experiwigs- itileferred. Contact
Tinsley eatingand Air Conditioning, Murray, Ky., 753-4867.
J12C

- 441111.A.A.A141411111111014141411101.11111.11111•PWAArstimposHien- -

Octane ratings order
Order to post them
expected from FTC

ABOUT 250 Acres of land on
sides of good road. Priced
reasonably. Phone 753-2532 days
J14C
or 753-3953 nights.

01,0 ESTABLISHED firm needs ARE YOU looking for a good
man at once for general store roomy, modern house at a
work. Must be honest and willing modest price? See this one at 101
to work. Full time. Good working South 8th Street. Four bedrooms,
conditions, working hours and den, two full baths, full
wages. 'Answer in own hand- basement. 753-7769 or 753writing giving 'experience and 3800.
J9C
etc. to P.O. Box 32 K, Murray,
J11C FIVE ROOM house with garden.
Kentucky.
J9C
Call 753-4600.
WANTED: EXPERIENCED
to
person
waitress. Apply in
Saucy Pig Bar-B-Que, 1409 Main.
J11C
FOUND: CALLOWAY County
WANTED: TEN men;$3.50 per Class ring. Phone $53-2869 after
ITC
ITC 4:00 p.m.
hour' Phone 753-5906.

WASHINGTON tUPI): Sen. William Proxmire (D.,
Wis.), reported the Federal Trade Commission has
approved new regulations which will require service
station retailers to post octane ratings on all gasoline
lumps.
An aide to Proxmire said the senator learned
- that the FTC voted on the regulations last week and
expects to announce them soon.
Proxmire bad proposed the requirement in a
letter to then prc chairman Paul Rand Dixon on
Nov. 26, 1968.
, "There-is at present no way for the consumer to
find out the octane rating of the gasoline he is
purchasing," Proxmire wrote. "Oftentimes there is a
significant-difference in the octane rating of different brands of gas supposedly of the same grade."-

ACROSS

Investment:
Choice duplex $305.00 per month income, only 1 year old. Three
bedrooms to each unit, separate central heat and air per unit
and each unit has a utility room, carpeted through out.
Detailed effort was involved in the design and construction.

1 Vapor
6 Consequently
tooripenter's
11 Ca

Arast.

/Business lot and building located across from post office,
where the Maple Leaf resturant was located. The building is / --structurally sound. Roy this and own your own office building
or business. $8,490.00
A real fine lot in Panorama Shores for only $2,000.00
, Alsoin,panorania, I have a basement cabin and lot, furnished
and l'eady% to go. Beautiful view of Blood River.
A choice selection of bedding lots are available. Lots size 120' x
198' on Sycamore Ext. Bay. one now and he ready for the
opening of the new Murray- High-School. Financing available
to qualified buyers.
160 acre farm adjacent td 'city limits with railroad frontage. Can be bought at a bargain. Financing can be arranged for a
,,
responsible buyer. Call today for additional information.--„,

TO LIST OR BUY ... GIVE 'US A

ov-r-

A Multiple Listing Realtor

Donald R. Tucker, Realtor
502 Maple Street
Murray, Kentucky
Office Phone

753-4342 iome Phone

suite_of _office&
.THrtEr ROOM
and air, paneled and

Central heat
all carpeted. Plenty of free RUA NITS
763-T724 between
"AKE LABHADOR,Retrievers,9 parking. Phone
ITC
5:00p.m.
a.m_and
8:00
weeks old, Excellent bloodline.
1
Don't' lose ducks & doves nett •.
season. Females $75.00, one 10 it 40 ELECTRIC trailer, t
Male, $100.00. Phone Oviensboto bedroom, air conditioned,
JI1C walking distance of college.
683-1764."
$75.00, water furnished. Call 7531203.
J12C
CHEVY 14" Wheel and four tires,
$15.00. Violin 3,4 size, $50.00. APARTMENT for girls, electric
Clarinet, $40.00. Bongo drums
heat, air conditioner, private
$5.00., Maracas $1.00. Telescope entrance, 1603 College Farm
$5.00. CO2 BB pistol $5.00. May Road. Call 753-2377.
JI2C
see after 4:00 p.m. at 1668 Ryan
JI1C
Ave:
AUTOS FOR SALE
PETS

THREE. OVAL braided rugs,
$12.00. Also new baby swing. 1968 OLDSMOBILE 88 white with
Infant girl and little boys.clothes blue top. Power brakes, steering,
up to size 4. Phone 7534266. JI1C factory air and radio. Good wide
miler tires. Boyd Linn at Aline
J9P
-Heights 5.1-1716.-7
8Chihuatnur,
-HAW
,
PUPP
cal.
Sammie_
weeks
door
Phone 753- 1965 OLDSMOBILE four
Make wonderfu
sedan. Low mileage, extra clean
3110
Dynamic 88. Phone 436-2323. J9C
stliTina,
REGULAR SERVICE
cash register. Registers gallons, 1986IARLANE GT, maroon,
and -cash sales. Phone 753- ofwhile interior, 390 engine in
•
JI2C excellent shape. Good tires.
9091
Priced to sell. See at 101 Clark
WOOD-Call Johnny Underwood Street or phone 753-4572 for inIMP
J12P formation.
492-8695 after 4 p.m.

3 Printer's
measure
4 Danish land
division
S Repast
• At this place
7 litter vetch
S Symbol for
nickel
9 formation of
soldiers
10 Prepares for
print
12 Daturbance
13 Billboard
16 Burden
19 Speltuous
liquor
21 Serving dish
23 Protecting
teeth
25 Norse gods
27 Southern
blackbird
29 Encountered
31 Wekomes
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13 Punctuation
LADY TO perform house work
HAY: TIMOTHY and Lespedeza.
In Memory
l'ots,
rbe
.taar.i
:
m
14 .P
Contact Otto Chester 435-4042 ONE' AND two bedroom for." two days per week-10:00 a.m. to
J9C nished apartments. Zimmermani.4:00 p.m. at Hamlin in_lie*
Lynn Grove.
my
Clothesmakers
of
memory
15
'DYING
IN
Apartments South 16th Street. Concord area,, Must have own husband Herman L. Lassiter, 17 Chiriese
mde
Phone 753-6609.
J11C transportation. Will pay 12.86per who left us 5 years ago today,
Ent/
X
home,
55
10
Experimental
MOBILE
18
J12C
hqur.'Phone.436-6320.
1708 Keeneland offers you a truly well built home. This is
January 9, I966,it the age of -57
carpeted, two. • .4cotiditionars,
another fine home that is available for immediate occupancy.
i9Jl FIVE ROOM house, stove AL
underpinned. _
_
e (c°464. -01-14
j":
ac
Fro:
8 Pl
21
2
Featured ars, bedroomsz 2 baths, central heat and air, car- Ars
22 Ancient Greek
feiFigerator furnished, heat
TO BUY
WANTED
car
2
disposal,
:Sher,
dish-Wit
oven,
and
range
to
-pieW. built
Sleep in God's beautiful gar- 24 8MIktrelcItice
1966 MOTORCYCLE, 129 cc university.Phone 753-7935. ,*BP
carport, large utility room, outside storage. This home is
den, away from sorrow and pain, 25 Charity
a
is
In
feature
Suzuki.
Excellent
Condition.
a no
WANT TO buy electric trains
-extretnely clean and well decorated. The special
life's journey is 26 Svoltlian
$130.00. Leaving school. Phone NICE' FURNISHED apartment American Flyers or Lionel, any sorrie day when
large den with a fireplace.
again.
28 Degrade
together
be
we'll
ended
753-9574.
for three or four girls. Phone 753- age or condition. Phone 753-2707
30 Zest
Timeras on,but memories last. 32
Remainder
5865 days or 753-5108 after 5:00 Murray, Ky.
J72NC
Located 4 miles east of Murray on Highway 94, we are offering
igM mol
flo
33
wife
by
Missed
Sadly
J9C
SEVERAL ALUMINUM storm' p.m.
Mohammed
this beautiful 3 bedroom colonial brick veneer home on a 1
Lassiter. 1TC
Genova
Mrs.
Mecca
from
and screen windows, various
acre lot. City water, 2 car garage, paved drive, central heat
35 Small beds
for
T
sizes.
One
APARTMEN
FURNISHED
drapes,
doer,
one
combination
bedrooms,
Planet
and
37
room
and air, carpet in living
WANT TO BUY used hide-a-bed
Urge
double drain board sink,' -with three or four college boys. Also sofa. Must be in good condition. Prolific Filipinos
"
fireplace, 2 baths, built in 1965 this home is in excellent conaI
0 ktusicw
438
with
cooking
rooms
Make
nice
private
cahinets.
Offer. Phone 4/11dition.
Phone 753-2409 after 5:00 p.m. J9C
NIANIEA
TI;
(UPI)
Abstract
'nitruent
Philip42
2199.
JIIC facilities. Phone 753-5865 days or
being
pines., 15th most populous
,J9C
753-5108 after 5:00 p.m.
43 Closes
At 1704 Audubon Dr., we have a real teriffic tri-level. This
in "the world with :17
country
owners
_ DtH S: READY for slaughter.
borne was built in 1969 and is for sale only because the
securely7
;;,...
,•
Min A'
WANT TO buy; logs and-standing
run
Gilts weight around 300 to HOUSE: UNFURNISHED. Ideal
were transfered from Murray. Seven rooms and a-garage PWS
for sale lumber 'birth rate of ;1.3 per cent, or
have
Also
timber.
state
A
46
400 lbs. One large sow. Phone 753- for ciniple. One bedroom home,
2 baths, utility and 9 closets make this an ideal home for the
(abbr.)
per."1-.111KI of the .populaand sawdust.-Murray Saw Mill
2401.
fall back
JIIC completely carpeted, stove and
large family or a small family with plenty of privacy. Separate
non. -Statistics show the aver- -47
Co. Phone 753-4147.
Lumber
49 Parent
and
dining room, separate den with fireplace are outstanding
(colioq.)
refrigerator. 10 miles out on Irvin
F1111410
v.
age,.
at
;
1640115n
TFC
SO Negates
month.
-I., or st;yell children. 52
features. Carpeted through out plus central heat and air.
Glossy
ATTENTION FARMERS! Save 'Cobb Road. $85.00 per
JI1C
753-9247.
paint
Phone
3
bed
canvas.
on plant
money
Strikes
Four
54
home.
Real elegance is offered in this fabulous
FOUND: 21 Jewel watch near
widths.
Encircles
5
yard
and
4
55
yard
yard,
may claim by
bedrooms, separate dining room and separate den with a
Kendall Mills 22 x 18 rot resistant"FURNISHED FIVE room house Bee Creek. Owner
DOWN-ai
inpantry
everything,
has
for
kitchen
The
paying
and
beautiful fireplace.
metal with bath, near Kirksey l'hone identifying same
with
Construction
4:00
between
fissile rock
753-1556
S;411SAY
YOUR
cluded, tastefully decorated through out, large 2 car garage,
Phone
'
../1
NEEDS
ad.
gromlets. $7.88 per 100 yard cover 489-2963.
.114C
2 Mexican dish
at this one before you build.
J9C
central heat and air.
and 9:00 p.m.
JlIC
at Belk's in Paris,Tesui.
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
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UM 03000 COO
0000 omma
M0000
ammo
30003M 0001i0A
00012 MON MOM
12000 00M 0320
9

33

tirdish
composer
34 Seaweed
substance
36 Leaked
through
37 Repa'rs
39 Merriment
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Abbio & Skots
8114111M 130:75- BEEN UNDERWATER
-a, Loa* SOWN TO SAKE SERNEED
cliq EM--marraiku LEFT PER
a SIL6EVVATER T DO
BUT isie$WiCtiO HuarT
FOR TNEIR FOOR
wAT ER-L00,GED

ce0aPsEs

753-5020

MCC REGISTERED Irish Setter 1968 VOLKSWAGEN bus. Good
puppies. Phone 901-247-3784. J12P condition. Radio, new tires, one
J9C
owner. Phone 753-9981.
with
System
Tape
-HOME
NEW
OFFEkED
SERVICES
SERVES OFFERED
components radio and speakers.
Call 753-2264 after 6;00 p.m. 19NC
FOR SALE OR TRADE
EXPERIENCED MAN wants full WILL BABYSTT In my borne for
492-8699.
or
hour,
day
the
by
child
Phone
age
any
work.
body
time
. NOTICE
J14C week. Phone 7534809, Fox
HOUSE TRAILER 10 x 50 with
Meadows Mobile Home Park.
electric heat and air corp.
inc
delivery
and
• FdIt'ALL your home alterations,
PICK-UP
FREE
ditioning Phone 753-7853 or 753new or
. repairs, remodeling, etc.,
with all major repair during 6231.
J12C
753-6123.
Call
old. Free estimates.
January. Billipgton Forsee
FlIC GENERAL REPAIRING, odd
J14C
Inc.
Co.;
Tractor
jobs, painting. Phose 435-5802.
314P
VERSATILE,
RE• SPONSIBLE, ,
phases of
_ FOR SALE OR RENfr
large background in all
WANTED TO RENT
mainplant mfg. superVision,
meeting
tenance etc. Enjoy
Any PROFESSION Al. di'A PER WANTED IMMEDIATELY: Boum TRAILER 10430 With
references.
people.excelient
heat and air conhanging and painting. All work
E.M.'
considered
apartment or smell electric
t)pe work
Phone 435-5842 or furnished
PI)one 753-7853, or 753ditioning.
guaranteed.
Puryear.
Gustafson. 247-3720
TFC house. Rea„sonable._Por couple.
31
382-2299.
-Phone Tim Hogan 753-3768. J9P .6711
-R1V1ITP Buchanan:.113P
38222

9

Well

Diet?. by

"T67' 111/

-°!C-

53 Title of

IIIIlellMIMRE
r.:011111111111111111111%11111111111iR
al111111111V
.i;i;i1i1111111
iiiin
11111*:i*:
MI111011111111211111
111111111131111iiiii11111111111111111
MV.iii111111111111
ii1111111111M.
salaam Syndicate.-inc.

FORTUNE

THAT 1105 BEEN DOWN HERE
FOR NEAR TEN MINUTES AND
SHE'S NOT ONLY
5NE AiN'T HARDLY

bservesT nbsIectims
3 Ovr
44
41
47 Tear
4$ Siamese native
(abr.)
Asscf)tineotb
St :ab

ilitall1111111111111111114:1111M
111111iiiiiiiiiiiial1111111011111
MEOW§NUN
0.11111111111MMINURIMIZ

GlomP
CHOW
CNOMP

WE IGHT
AN

Getrnall..4•0171

--TO DO A FAIR WEEK'S
WORK FO*A -5015r.rFAIR wEEK'S PAY1.1.O.MELY A MILLION
DOLLARS!!
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TO CATCH A HUNTER: 1. Leave camera
at home 2. Choose
the most disagreeable day possible; and
finally, get involved in
wood-sawing, or de-littering a launch
site. This recipe is
guaranteed to produce your quarry! The "what"
you are capable
of doing with them is another story. They do
not exactly trample
each other in an effort to volunteer information.
When we succeed
in getting a picture, you can bet your bottom
dollar these men are
not bragging! Ten times out of ten you'll get
volumes of information,. . on another sportsman or buddy!
The precious little
news concerning themselves is tediously extracte
d, in Minute
"bits and pieces". Gentlemen, please "hang loose"
and give us a
chance. Who cares what "they say"? Personally
I am constantly
labeled as everything but human. The only name
nice enough to
print was ignorant.So? We can't all be
sagacious. ,s.
To the following sportsmen . . Thank you
for your time and
patience. Espceially since we are only too
well aware of your
reluctance toward personal mention. Many
friends and I ) appreciate your sacrifice.
++++
New Year's Day, a truck passed our house.
In this truck we
"spotted" a beautiful birddog. There was only one thing to
do, and
we did
Literally chased the driver into his own back
door.
Instead of getting tongue lashed as expected, we
were "welcomed
in" to enjoy an almost forgotten brand of
hospitality! Warm,
friendly people with an enviable art of putting one at ease. Pleasemeet the HALL family:
CALVIN and wife PEGGY and daughters,
DEBORAH (MSU
student) and CHRISTY (student at Concord) ate
the people part
of the family. To complete the picture there
is "Snoopy", the
beautiful btrddog, three kittens owned by Christy,
a beautiful
home, car, truck and Boats! The "Saints preserve
us", when
these men talk boats and fishing. After much
arguing, here is a
picture of the hunters:

Lett to right—Lieutenant BOB DIERS, JACK
HASKINS and
"BUTCH", a Labrador Retriever.
frustrating. Jerry and Hugh consented to the picture only after
a
battle. The fact that we were as cold, wet and tired as they,
seemed to tip the scales in our favor.

Left to right—BRANDON KING, TOM SCARBOROUGH and
ducks.

caught on minnows. They were fishing a depth of fourteen feet.
J. L. JONES, Cypress Resort, had forty-three croppie .on his
Information on these gentlemen—almost nil. Paris, Tennessee_
4_
is home to Mr. King. Mr. Scarborough lives near Paris Landing. stringer. They were taken on minnows from Cypress Creek at
about fourteen feet. His next trip netted twenty-three croppie, all
Period! Acquiring the picture, was in itself a minor miracle.
weighing a pound and over. These reports came in during
story absolutely impossible! MR. JIM CRAWFORD joined this
December before the recent rains.
hunt, but barriCaded himselfIn the camper and refused to budge.
No doubt he is remembering "once burned, twice
shy". Our
MR. CALVIN HALL landed some nice catfish. A 7-8-5-and 4
apologies, sir. Our intentions were honorable. Thank
you for the
pound ( +some ounces) with the others tipping the scales at one
picture. The why we didn't look for hunters on the nice Saturand a half pounds (or above) each.
day—we were chasing fishermen at the other end of the
lake.
++-+- +DOROTHY PHILLIPS and JO BURKEEN: "Thank you"
has
been our theme for so many years, perhaps you no longer
believe
them. However, I can find no better ones to express
my gratitude
to you. Your assistance in all our efforts and the
interest and
concern is very sincerely appreciated. Thank you
both for the
lovely poinsettias. For "girls" you are the greatest
! Jo—finding
my poem, typing it and getting it to me, used some
more of your
limited spare time. For this I'm grateful—There is no
better way
to say it than a simple, I thank you both.
•

4//

— Attirding to JOE DONNELLY,"Dusty" is too young to read
but "Brownie" says our reference to them was 0,K.—for an
amateur. He wasn't impressed by our using 'slough' and Dusty in
the same thought. Sorry about that ol' boy! Is there a proof reader
in the hire?
The only reason YOU weren't mentioned, my friend—we
didn't
see you. We didn't receive one telephone call either.
Watch your
step. Safety first!

UtipF
SHV
IN KENTYcK1

Left to right—HUGH MASSEY, JERRY RICHAR
DSON and
"Doc", a Labrador Retriever.

Lieutenant BOB DIERS is currently stationed
at Fort Knox,
Ky., and is serving in the Army. His home is
Radcliff, Ky. A
weekend pass allowed him to enjoy a few hours of
fun. After years
of 'choking on' ugly, anti-Americans, it is indeed
refreshing to
meet a young "true American". There are millions
more of these
patriotic men—we just don't see and hear enough
about THEM.
For the picture and much more,thank you sir!
JACK HASKINS,a football coach at Heath High School,
is from
Paducah. He is in the "good American" class alsd.
His father-inlaw is FRANK DIBBLE, now any other informat
ion on gime for
these hunters, the flood took care of it! The dark
beauty is
"Butch", a Labrador retriever. One look at this fellow
tells one he
is -top drawer". Thank you gentlemen.
++++
JERRY RICHARDSON is from Paris, Tennessee, and
is employed by the Kentucky-Tennessee Clay Co. Observe
these gentlemen fighting over who "isn't" going to hold the
ducks. Jerry,
our conclusion is that strangers are getting nicer every
year. We
hope to meet you again.
HUGH MASSEY,figures being from Murray disqualifies
him.
He is known and respected by hunters and nonhunters alike.
Especialy appreciated by us, as we have captured
him and
various kinds of game the past severalyears. From other
hunters
we get more good reports on his skill than we do from
him. From
him you hear praise for every hunter —btit
himself! Most

''Doc",a Labrador retriever, is the real pro and he doesn't care
who knows it. Our first time to watch a retriever work came
when
Hugh ( without warningj threw a duck out into the lake
and
murmured a command we couldn't hear. Doc glided through the
water, straight as an arrow to the target, compensating accurately for the current, and gently bringing his duck to the
boss.
Only a skilled hupter could describe this action, but taktit from
a,
dum-dtlin, it was sheer beauty. Any one knows dogs are
smarter
than people. Admittedly, a -people" did a fair job of training.
Uh—oh—'plumb forgot'some unimportant stuff like how many,
what and where and by whom.
For the season these hunters have taken 20 to 25 geese
and
approximately 25 to 304Jucks. The hunting site is generally
Saint
r
Mary's Island.
That location brings to mind another oversight. For punkshal
l
we try "my goose is cooked" and "I'm a dead duck". DireC't4b
tders from Jerry and Hugh were hold it down on us and give
some
credit to a real good hunter
MR. BILL DYER, owner and -or manager of Uncle
Lee's at
Paris is the gentlemen referred to Boys you should be telling
his
story.. It's difficult enough writing about people and things
one
sees Mr. Dyer has taken his share of ducks and geese
A rose to
you sir! The fellows gave you quite a build up A picture and
story
will do nicely, thank you.
Bow Season Closes
The bow season for white-tailed permits- were
issued during the
and fallow deer in Land Between bow season.
the Lakes closed December 31, Hunting seasons
for quail,
wt
a record 84 deer being rabbit, foxes, crows,
raccoons,
cheeked in during the split and opossum will
remain open
season. More than 2,625 archery through January
30.
AbOuliO-414a AO..
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Left to right—DICK GEORGE, BILL SWIFT, with "Victor"
,a
Labrador Retriever.
These men are friends of your and Fins 'n' Feathers. They
always have seasonal game and occasionally we are fortunat
e
enough to produce a picture. On this miserstie day ( weather
wise they were discovered accidently. Today's-brief hunt netted
the two geese you see. Dick and Bill were 'a mite' stingy with the
info but generous with courtesy and patience.
DiCk.says he didn't get his deer this year. Bill brought down
a
young Spike buck weighing in at 120 lbs. His weapon, a 30-06
Remington automatic. It was during November in the LBL Area
when this action took place.
KENNETH THURMOND and Bill Swift took three geese last
Thursday. We flubbed that picture. Kenneth got one in Ballard
County. George, Bill, and Kenneth have other geese and ducks for
the season, but number—either washed out or lost.
They were ably assisted by "Victor", a Labrador Retriever. He
is a pup but well on the way to becoming a pro. When not on duty,
he is playful, frisky and very-nice. He must be the largest one (
of
his breed) we have met to date. Size-wise he resembles a 'tame'
black bear. Thank you friends': and welcome home!

A Few Reports From Fishermen

'GRADY WESSON and son. WAYNE, had sixty good croppie
•
40b AO Ala Ad•. de

FRANKFORT,
KY.—Initial too many, since most accidents
reports on hunting accidents are surely the result
of
during the final half of 1970 show carelessness and should
not
Kentuckians have been more occur at all. But
just like on the
fortunate than in former- years, highways, where we are
resigned
and may have a much better to accepting accident
s, so are
safety record than hunters in sportsmen plagued
by this
other states.
carelessness.
The Kentucky Department of
Three of the accidents occurred
Fish and Wildlife Resources is a
in August, one in September and
part of the National Rifle
Association's hunter safety three in November. Strangely
reporting setup. Under the plan, enough, the reports indicate that
officers throughout the state keep man is his own worst enemy
when it comes to hunting actab on hunting accidents, fatal
cidents. Of the seven which ocand non-fatal. Accident-reporting
blanks furnished by NRA are curred, five were victims of their
then completed are returned to own guns. Only two were shot by
the Frankfott office to be tallied other persons.
Two were injured or killed
for the state.
As of late December, returns when the gun exploded while the
since the beginning of the hunters were crossing a fence;
squirrel hunting season in , mid- two resulted from defective
August have been received and guns; one occurred when the
show only seven persons have hunter stumbled and fell; one
been involved in hunting ac- was the result of "horse play"
cidents. Of that number, there and the seventh victim was hit by
a stray bullet fired by an
were five fatalities.
Yes, you may say, eVen one is unidentified person.
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CYPRESS SPRINGS
RESORT

LIBERTY
Super Market

HA-CHURS
Liquid Fertilizer

MURRAY HOME I AUTO
— GONi And AMMUNITION —

Murray's Largert and Most Modern Market
4
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We Give Treaitire Chest Stamps
CP/174 EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
•
*Mel.111ghway

tenith TY•
chestnut Street

Murray, Kentuesv

* Cherokee

* Alumecraft

* Fabuglas
* Monark

Bulk Distributor
1109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753 4652
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JOHNSON MOTORS
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